Exhibition from May 16 through June 2, 1950.

The DOWNTOWN GALLERY
32 East 51 Street
New York

Crowding Cock  Weathervane  Sheet iron in silhouette.
(illustrated on cover)
CATALOGUE


2. Head Woodcarving by Simeon Skillin. 18th century.


7. Spread Eagle Woodcarving.


9. Butcher's Sign Cast iron.

10. Circus Figure Painted woodcarving.

11. Circus Figure Painted woodcarving.


15. Pheasant Weathervane. Copper in half round.


18. Trotting Horse Weathervane. Sheet iron with applied relief.


21. Fish Weathervane. Copper in full round.


26. Locomotive Weathervane. Copper, brass, and iron.

Unless otherwise indicated, all exhibits were executed by unidentified artists of the 18th or 19th centuries.